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Helping your child @ home 
 

 

Listen to your child read, preferably every day but at 
least 5 times a week. 

Write in the reading record book EVERY time your child 
reads to you. 
Practice words in folder. 

 
 
Teach your child how to hold a pencil correctly – see 
diagram on the reverse. 
Practice writing their name, only using a capital for the 
initial letter!  
Allow your child to see you writing at every opportunity  
 
 

Help your child to be independent, by: 
 Teaching your child how to put on their own coat 
 Teaching your child how to do up the zip or buttons by 

themselves 
 Making sure your child can use the toilet unaided 
 Practice putting on shoes and socks 

 
 
“Time and talk” take time to talk with your children – 
and listen to them! 
Model good habits e.g. looking at someone when they 
are speaking; not interrupting or shouting. 
Encourage your children to use full sentences not just 
one word answers. 
Ask open questions so that a conversation is started. 
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Letters and Sounds @ home 
 
 
 

The Sounds of Letters 
 

Tips for teaching your child the sounds:  
 

 It is important for a child to learn lower case or small letters rather than capital 
letters at first. Most early books and games use lower case letters and your 
child will learn these first at school. Obviously you should use a capital letter 
when required, such as at the beginning of the child's name, eg. Paul.  

 

 When you talk about letters to your child, remember to use the letter sounds: a 
buh cuh duh e ... rather than the alphabet names of the letters: ay bee see 
dee ee . The reason for this is that sounding out words is practically impossible 
if you use the alphabet names. eg. cat, would sound like: see  ay  tee  

 

 When saying the sounds of b, d, g, j and w you will notice the 'uh' sound which follows each, for example buh, duh... You 
cannot say the sound without it, however, try to emphasise the main letter sound.  

 

 
Sound Games to Play at Home…  
 

Common Objects 
Collect several objects that begin with the same sound and make a card with this 
letter sound on it. Make a second group of objects beginning with a different sound 
and a card to go with those.  
 

Discuss the sounds of the letters on the two cards with your child and shuffle the 
objects. Separate the cards on the floor and ask your child to put each object near 
the sound that it starts with. This activity can help your child to "hear" the first 
sound of a word.  
 
Odd-one Out 
Say a number of words, all but one of which begin with the same sound. See if your child can pick out the odd one. It can be 
helpful to have the corresponding objects there for the child to look at.  
 
I-Spy 
For small children the usual way of playing that starts 'I spy with my little eye something that begins with ....' can be too 
difficult. You can make this easier by providing a clue. 'I spy with my little eye something that barks and begins with d'. 
 
Sounds Scrapbook 
Write a letter at the top of each page of a scrapbook. Concentrating on a few letters at a time collect pictures of objects that 
begin with those letters. Do not use as examples words where the first sound does not make its normal sound such as in giraffe, 
ship, cheese, thumb. Stick the pictures on the appropriate pages.  
 
Games For Recognising Letter Shapes… 
 

Fishing for Sounds 
You will need a few cards with individual letters. Attach a paper clip to each card. Using a small stick with a string and magnet, 
your child fishes for letter sounds. If your child can say the sound of the letter he/she wins the card, otherwise you win it. 
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Sequencing the Letters in your Child's Name 
Providing the individual letter cards for each letter of your child's first name can be a useful way to teach the sequence of letters. 
Remember you will need to write a capital for the first letter and lower case for the rest.  
 

If you want to print out the cards using a word processor use a font such as Century Gothic on PC which has not a. Show 
your child how to make the name first, before shuffling the cards for him/her to have a try. For a very long name work with the 
first few and build up a letter at a time.  
 
'What does it start with?' Box 
You will need:  
 A box  
 Several items each beginning with a different sound  
 Corresponding letter cards  

 

This game is similar to the common objects game on the previous page, but the emphasis 
now is on recognising the sounds the letters make. Ask your child to choose an object from 
the box, to think what its first sound is (remember it is the sound you are looking for rather 
than the alphabet name) and then to match the object with the relevant card. 

  
Sand Tray or Finger Paints 
Children enjoy writing letters with their fingers in a tray of sand or with finger paints. 
These ways provide good opportunities to teach correct letter formation.  
 
 
 

Sentence Games 
 

This activity is quite useful when your child has been given an early reading book. Quite often parents say "He's not reading the 
book. He's remembering the story off by heart". This can happen. Some children become over-dependent on the picture clues and 
do not look for clues from the words.  
 
Making Sentences 
Read the book with your child so he/she is familiar with the story. Then simply use the first sentence from the reading book and 
copy it out on a strip of paper. Either write it out or if you use a word processor use a font such as Century Gothic (font size 36 
at least). Leave a double space in between each word. Now cut up the sentence into the individual words. For example:  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ask your child to make the sentence, "This is a dog.", using the individual words. At first you will probably need to help. When 
he/she has made the sentence ask your child to read it to you and encourage him/her to point to each word with a finger.  
 

Retain interest by only spending a few minutes a day on the activity. If your child makes a mistake do not say "That's wrong" 
immediately, because negative comments discourage. Ask your child to read the sentence and mistakes will often be self-
corrected. If not, you can give clues such as, "What sound does dog start with?" If your child is still unable to read it, say 
positive comments such as "What a good try. You got all these right and only this part wrong. Well done." Then show your child 
the correct order.  
 

We recommend working on a maximum of five sentences on each reading book.  
 
 
 

If you require further information or advice please do not hesitate to contact your child’s class teacher. 
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 The 48 sounds (phonemes) and how to say them 
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 The 48 sounds (phonemes) and how to say them 
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@ home 
 
In the street 

 Recognising bus numbers 
 Number plate hunt. Who can find a 7? Add the numbers up. 
 Comparing door numbers 
 Counting – how many lampposts on the way to school? 

 

 
Doing the washing 

 Counting in 2s – matching shoes 
 Sorting by colour and size.  
 Matching/pairing up socks. 
 Find four shoes that are different sizes. Can you put them in 

order? 
 

Time 
 What day is it yesterday, today, tomorrow? 
 Use timers, phones and clocks to measure short periods of time.  
 Count down 10/ 20 seconds to get to the table/ into bed etc. 
 Recognising numbers on the clock. If you cover a number, what number 

is missing? 
 

Food! 
 Can you cut your toast into 4 pieces? Can you cut it into 

triangles? 
 Setting the table. Counting the right number of plates etc. 

How many more do we need? 
 Can you make shapes/ patterns out of the knives and forks? 

Can you put them in the right place in the drawers? 
 Helping with the cooking by measuring and counting 

ingredients. 
 Setting the timer.  
 Positional language at dinner time: what is on the rice, where are the carrots etc? 

 
Going shopping 
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 Reading price tags 
 Counting items into the basket 
 Finding and counting coins 

 Comparing weights – which is heavier 
 

Measuring 
 Are you taller than a …? 
 Marking height on the wall. 
 Cut hand shapes out of paper. How many hands long is the couch? 
 How long is the table? Which is longer? 
 Who has the biggest hands in our family? 
 How many steps from the gate to the front door? 

 
Shapes 

 Cut a potato into shapes (circles, triangle etc). Use with paint to make 
pictures and patterns. 

 Cut out shapes from coloured paper/ newspaper and arrange into 
pictures. 

 Shape hunt: Can you find a square in your house (windows etc), a 
circle … 

 

 

 
Playdough 
Here’s a simple recipe: 

1 cup of plain flour 
1 cup of water 
1 tablespoon cooking oil 

2 teaspoons cream of tartar 
Half a cup of salt 
food colouring and essences (optional) 
Put all ingredients in a large saucepan, and heat slowly, stirring all the time until it forms a ball. 
Keep it wrapped in clingfilm or in a covered tub to stop it drying out. 
 
Then ….  

 Make numerals and shapes 
 Sort shapes into groups, or order by size 
 Make long and short wiggly snakes. 
 Games 
 Putting cards into piles 
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 Jigsaws (you can make your own by cutting up a magazine picture) 
 Snap (matching pairs) or Happy Families (collect 4 of a kind) 

 Snakes and ladders or other simple dice games. 
 Adding numbers on two dice. 
 Bingo, with numbers or shapes 
 Hopscotch 

 

 

 
 
 

Number rhymes and songs 
Eg: 5 little monkeys jumping on the bed 
One fell off and bumped his head 
Mummy called the doctor and the doctor said 
“No more monkeys jumping on the bed!” 
4 little monkeys jumping on the bed … 
 
Your child can teach you lots more or try this website which has the words and sings it for you: 
 
http://www.nurseryrhymes4u.com/NURSERY_RHYMES/COUNTING.html 

 

 

Internet maths games: 
 
www.mathszone.co.uk 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1/maths/ 

 

http://www.familylearning.org.uk/online_math_games.html 

 

www.sesamestreet.org 

 

 

http://www.nurseryrhymes4u.com/NURSERY_RHYMES/COUNTING.html
http://www.mathszone.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1/maths/
http://www.familylearning.org.uk/online_math_games.html
http://www.sesamestreet.org/
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Tapestry Online Learning Journey – Parents’ Guide 
 
Introduction  
On entry to Reception at Merrylands all children have a personal on-line Learning Journey 
which records photos, observations and comments, in line with the Early Years Foundation 
Stage, to build up a record of your child’s experiences during their time with us. 
 
Tapestry, is hosted in the UK on secure servers. Parents will have secure access (via email 
address and password) to their child’s Learning Journey and, in addition to viewing our 
contributions; we encourage you to add to it by uploading photos and comments, or 
commenting on observations made by us. 
 
Where to find Tapestry 
 
On a web browser: https://eylj.org 

 
On an iPhone/iPod/iPad: go to the Appstore and download the Tapestry app 
 
On Android: download the Tapestry app from the Googleplay store 
 
Login Information 
 
You will be emailed an activation link in your child’s first few weeks at school.  Click on the 
link when you receive it and follow the instructions to set up your account. If you do not 
receive one or if you have any problems please let us know. 
 
Changing your settings 
On the computer 
At the top right of your screen you will see your name, and selecting this will give you the 
option to ‘Edit Preferences’. Choose this option and you will be presented with a screen 
giving you the option to change your email address and password.  
 
You also have the option to receive an email whenever a new observation is added to your 
child’s Learning Journey – just tick or untick the relevant box if you would like to change 
this setting. 
 
On iphone/ipad 
To change your settings on the iphone/ipad app, click the 'cog' button on the bottom right 
hand side of the application. This enables you to change password and/or email address. 
 

 

 
 

https://eylj.org/
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Viewing my child’s Learning Journey 
Once logged in, you will see your child’s observations on your home screen in a list – 
selecting any one of these will open up the observation for you to look at. You may add 
comments in the box at the bottom of the observation if you would like to - and we would 
love to receive such comments! 
 
Adding an entry to my child’s Learning Journey 
Choose the ‘Add Observation’ option (or the 'plus' icon on your iphone/ipad) and add the 
relevant information in the boxes on screen. Photos and videos may be uploaded by 
choosing the ‘add media’ option. When you have saved your observation, you may go back 
to the home screen at any time by choosing ‘home’. 

 
Extras 

PE 
PE is on Friday for all classes.  ALL jewellery must be removed. Long hair should be tied back. 
Suggestion: if possible could girls not wear tights on PE day – makes things less stressful for child & 
teacher! 

Label everything!! 
Please put your child’s name on everything – not just clothes but water bottles, lunch boxes, shoes etc. 

Book Bags 
Please make sure your child has their book bag in school every day – a school book bag is much more 
practical for your child than a rucksack etc as they have to be stored in their drawer! 

Wellies 
All children must have a pair of wellies to keep in school as we will be going out in all weathers! 

Water bottles 
Please provide your child with a water bottle every day which must contain WATER ONLY! 
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Parents’ Guide to the  
Early Years Foundation Stage Framework 

Exciting times ahead for you and your child 

 

What is the Early Years Foundation Stage? 

Welcome to the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS), which is how the Government and early years 
professionals describe the time in your child’s life between birth and age 5.  
This is a very important stage as it helps your child get ready for school as well as preparing them for 
their future learning and successes. From when your child is born up until the age of 5, their early years 
experience should be happy, active, exciting, fun and secure; and support their development, care and 
learning needs.  
Nurseries, pre-schools, reception classes and childminders registered to deliver the EYFS must follow a 
legal document called the Early Years Foundation Stage Framework.  

What is the EYFS Framework – why do we have one?  

The EYFS Framework exists to support all professionals working in the EYFS to help your child, and was 
developed with a number of early years experts and parents. 
In 2012 the framework was revised to make it clearer and easier to use, with more focus on the things that 
matter most. This new framework also has a greater emphasis on your role in helping your child develop. 
 

It sets out:  

 The legal welfare requirements that everyone registered to look after children must follow to keep 
your child safe and promote their welfare  

 The 7 areas of learning and development which guide professionals’ engagement with your child’s 
play and activities as they learn new skills and knowledge  

 Assessments that will tell you about your child’s progress through the EYFS 

 Expected levels that your child should reach at age 5, usually the end of the reception year; these 
expectations are called the “Early Learning Goals (ELGs)” 

There is also guidance for the professionals supporting your child on planning the learning activities, 
and observing and assessing what and how your child is learning and developing. 

What does it mean for me as a parent? 

Ensuring my child’s safety 
Much thought has been given to making sure that your child is as safe as possible. Within the EYFS there is 
a set of welfare standards that everyone must follow. These include the numbers of staff required in a 
nursery, how many children a childminder can look after, and things like administering medicines and 
carrying out risk assessments.  

How my child will be learning 
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The EYFS Framework explains how and what your child will be learning to support their healthy 
development.  
Your child will be learning skills, acquiring new knowledge and demonstrating their understanding through 
7 areas of learning and development.  
Children should mostly develop the 3 prime areas first. These are:  

 Communication and language;  

 Physical development; and  

 Personal, social and emotional development.  

These prime areas are those most essential for your child’s healthy development and future learning.  
As children grow, the prime areas will help them to develop skills in 4 specific areas. These are:  

 Literacy;  

 Mathematics;  

 Understanding the world; and 

 Expressive arts and design.  

These 7 areas are used to plan your child’s learning and activities. The professionals teaching and 
supporting your child will make sure that the activities are suited to your child’s unique needs. This is a little 
bit like a curriculum in primary and secondary schools, but it's suitable for very young children, and it's 
designed to be really flexible so that staff can follow your child's unique needs and interests. 

Children in the EYFS learn by playing and exploring, being active, and through creative and critical thinking 
which takes place both indoors and outside. 
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The diagram below gives examples of the areas of learning and development and shows the links 
between the way in which your child learns and what they learn. 

 
For example, in 

reading between 2 ¼ 

and 4 years: learning  

how to suggest an  

ending to a story 

 

For example, between 2 ¼ and 3 ¾ 

years: learning about special times or 

events for family or friends and being 

able to describe them. Being able to 

talk about some of the things they 

have observed such as plants, 

animals, natural and found objects. 

 

For example, between 

3 ¼ and 5 years: 

learning to control 

objects by pushing, 

patting, throwing, 

catching or kicking 

For example, between 2 ½ 

and 4 years: learning to be 

confident in talking to other 

children when playing, and to 

talk freely about own home 

and community 

For example, 

between 1 ¾ and 2 

½ years: 

developing an 

understanding of 

simple concepts 

such as big/little 

For example, 

between 1 ¼ and 2 

years: enjoying 

filling and emptying 

containers in the 

bath 

 

For example, 

between 2 ½ and 4 

years: learning 

how to explore 

what happens 

when they mix 

colours 
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As a mum or dad, how can I help with my child’s learning?  

All the fun activities that you do with your child at home are important in supporting their learning and 
development, and have a really long lasting effect on your child’s learning as they progress through school.  
Even when your child is very young and is not yet able to talk, talking to them helps them to learn and 
understand new words and ideas. If you make the time every day to do some of the following things with 
your child it will make a real difference to your child’s confidence as a young learner. 
 

 

If you're looking for new ideas for things to do then find out what is on offer at your local children’s centre. 
Many offer ‘messy play’ activities which you and your child can join in with, and many of the activities they 
provide are free. Staff can also give you advice about the kinds of books or other activities your child might 
enjoy at different ages. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Talk about the numbers, 

colours, words and letters you 

see when you are out and about 

Sing and tell 

nursery 

rhymes Allow your child to cut 

out and stick pictures 

from magazines 

 

Plant seeds or bulbs in 

a pot or garden patch 

Cook / bake 

together 

Use the weather – shadows, rain 

puddles, snow, wind, mist and sun 

– to extend your child’s 

vocabulary 

 
Explore the park at a 

different time of the 

year – go off the beaten 

track 

 

Talk to your child at 

every opportunity – 

e.g. what you are 

doing that day 

 

Share a 

book 

On a trip to the 

supermarket, talk 

about all the 

different 

packaging shapes 
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When your child is 5 
At the end of the EYFS – in the summer term of the reception year in school – teachers complete an 
assessment which is known as the EYFS Profile. This assessment is carried out by the reception teacher and 
is based on what they, and other staff caring for your child, have observed over a period of time.  
Another important part of the EYFS Profile is your knowledge about your child’s learning and development, 
so do let your child’s class teacher know about what your child does with you: such as how confident your 
child is in writing their name, reading and talking about a favourite book, speaking to people your child is 
not so familiar with or their understanding of numbers.  
All of the information collected is used to judge how your child is doing in the 7 areas of learning and 
development. Finding out at this stage how your child is doing will mean that the teacher your child has in 
their next school year – year 1 – will know what your child really enjoys doing and does well, as well as 
helping them decide if your child needs a bit of extra support, what that support should be and if they are 
already getting it.  
The school will give you a report of your child’s progress, including information from his or her EYFS Profile. 

Where can I go for further information? 

The most important place to find out more is your child’s childminder or nursery – do ask as many 
questions as you need to. Providers really do welcome speaking with you. 
You may want to find out what is on offer at your local children’s centre. 
You can find the Early Years Foundation Stage which includes the early learning goals at 
www.foundationyears.org.uk. The foundation years website also includes a range of resources and 
contacts.   
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